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Abstract
Let IM and IN be deﬁning ideals of toric varieties such that IM is a projection of IN , i.e. IN ⊆ IM .
We give necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for the equality IM = rad(IN + (f1, . . . , fs)), where
f1, . . . , fs belong to IM . Also, a method for ﬁnding toric varieties which are set-theoretic complete
intersection is given. Finally, we apply our method in the computation of the arithmetical rank of
certain toric varieties and provide the deﬁning equations of the above toric varieties.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the classical problems ofAlgebraic Geometry with a long history, see [3, Chapter
15], is to determine the minimal number of equations needed to deﬁne set-theoretically an
algebraic variety over an algebraically closed ﬁeld. Evenmore difﬁcult is to provideminimal
sets of equations that deﬁne the algebraic variety. The problem is open even for very simple
cases, like the Macaulay curve (t4, t3u, tu3, u4) in the three-dimensional projective space.
This article addresses these two problems for toric varieties and in several cases we are
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able to compute the minimal number, but also provide the equations that deﬁne the variety
set-theoretically.
LetM = (ai,j ) be an m× n matrix with integer entries ai,j , such that every column has
atleast one non-zero entry. LetK be a ﬁeld and let A={a1, . . . , an} be the set of vectors in
Zm, where ai = (a1,i , . . . , am,i) for 1 in. The toric ideal IM associated withM is the
kernel of the K-algebra homomorphism
 : K[x1, . . . , xn] → K[t1, . . . , tm, t−11 , . . . , t−1m ]
given by
(xi)= tai : =ta1,i1 · · · tam,im for all i = 1, . . . , n.
The ideal IM is prime and therefore rad(IM) = IM . A difference of two monomials is
called a binomial. Every vector u in Zn can be written uniquely as u = u+ − u−, where
u+=(u+,1, . . . , u+,n) andu−=(u−,1, . . . , u−,n) are non-negative andhavedisjoint support.
If D is an m× n matrix with rational entries and columns {d1, . . . ,dn}, then the kernel of
D is
ker(D)= {u= (u1, . . . , un) ∈ Qn|u1d1 + · · · + undn = 0}.
Set kerZ(D)=ker(D)∩Zn. The height ht(IM) of IM equals the rank of the lattice kerZ(M)
(see [12]).
Lemma 1.1 (Sturmfels [12]). The toric ideal IM is generated by the binomials xu+ −xu− ,
where u belongs to kerZ(M).
We grade the polynomial ring K[x1, . . . , xn] by setting degA(xi)= ai for i = 1, . . . , n.
We deﬁne the A-degree of the monomial xu to be
degA(x
u) : =u1a1 + · · · + unan ∈ N(A),
where N(A) is the semigroup generated by A. Every toric ideal IM is A-homogeneous,
since it is generated by binomials and every binomial xu+ − xu− is A-homogeneous.
The toric variety XM associated with M is the set V (IM) ⊂ Kn of zeroes of IM in the
sense of [12], which also includes non-normal varieties. The toric set (M) determined by
M is the subset of Kn deﬁned parametrically by xi = ta1,i1 · · · tam,im for all i, i.e. it is the set
of points that can be expressed in the form
(t
a1,1
1 · · · tam,1m , . . . , ta1,i1 · · · tam,im , . . . , ta1,n1 · · · tam,nm )
for some ti inK . Note that(M) is a subset ofXM .Whenm=1 and a1,1<a1,2< · · ·<a1,n
are positive integers, the g.c.d. of which equals 1, then(M) is known as a monomial curve
and IM as the ideal of the monomial curve.
We associate to the toric variety XM the rational polyhedral cone  = posQ(A) :
={∑ni=1diai |di ∈ Q and di0}. The dimension of  is equal to the dimension of the
vector spaceQA= {∑ni=1diai |di ∈ Q} and also is equal to the dimension of XM .
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In this paper we consider the following two problems related to the toric ideal IM :
(I) Given a toric ideal IN , such that IN ⊆ IM , and a set of binomials {f1, . . . , fs} in IM ,
formulate a criterion for deciding the equality IM = rad(IN + (f1, . . . , fs)).
(II) Find the smallest number of polynomials needed to generate IM up to radical. This
problem is more general than the corresponding problem in Algebraic Geometry of the
determination of the minimum number of equations needed to deﬁne a toric variety XM
set-theoretically, over an algebraically closed ﬁeld. This number is called arithmetical rank
of XM and will be denoted by ara(XM). The generalized Krull’s principal ideal theorem
provides a lower bound for the arithmetical rank of XM , namely the height of IM . When
ht(IM) = ara(XM) the ideal IM (and the variety XM as well) is called a set-theoretic
complete intersection.
Problem (I) was studied by Eliahou–Villarreal in [7] in the special case that IN = (0).
There they give a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for the equality rad(f1, . . . , fs)= IM .
More precisely they prove that:
Theorem 1.2 (Eliahou and Villarreal [7], Villarreal [15]). Let {f1, . . . , fs} be a set of
binomials in the toric ideal IM . Set J = (f1, . . . , fs) and G = 〈f̂1, . . . , f̂s〉 ⊂ kerZ(M),
where for a binomialf=xu−xv ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn]we let f̂=u−v ∈ Zn. If char(K)=p = 0
(resp. char(K)= 0), then rad(J )= IM if and only if:
(a) pkkerZ(M) ⊂ G for some k ∈ N (resp. kerZ(M)=G),
(b) rad(J, xi)= rad(IM, xi), for all i = 1, . . . , n.
We generalize (see Theorem 4.4) this result in terms of projections of ideals. Our criterion
can be used also to determine different binomial generators for the radical of the ideal of
a toric variety (see Example 4.6). However in the case that we can make a good choice
of a projection IN , minimal binomial generators up to radical for the ideal IM of the toric
variety are derived.
Basic ingredient of our approach is the notion of projections of toric ideals. This notion,
although it was never before explicitly deﬁned, has been used for the ﬁrst time by Herzog
in [9] to prove that the ideal of the monomial curve (ta1 , ta2 , ta3) is set-theoretic complete
intersection. In [13], the same notion has been used to prove that, when char(K) = 0,
smooth monomial curves are not binomial set-theoretic complete intersections, except for
the twisted cubic. Finally in [14], Thoma used this notion to deduce that certain ide-
als of monomial curves (ta1 , . . . , tan) are set-theoretic complete intersections. The tech-
niques developed there cannot always be applied, for example the ideal of the mono-
mial curve (t4, t6, t11, t13) was generally unknown whether or not it is a set-theoretic
complete intersection. Our method begins with a toric ideal which is set-theoretic com-
plete intersection and it produces a large number of toric ideals which are set-theoretic
complete intersections. This method also provides the deﬁning equations of the toric
variety.
In Section 2 we introduce the basic notion of this paper, the notion of projections of toric
ideals, and present its connection with the geometric notion of projections of cones.
In Section 3 we give necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for the equality rad(IN +
(f1, . . . , fs))= IM , where IM is a projection of IN and f1, . . . , fs belong to IM .
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In Section 4 we study the previous equality in the special case that f1, . . . , fs are bino-
mials.
In Section 5we develop amethod for ﬁnding toric ideals which are set-theoretic complete
intersections.
In Section 6 we apply the theory developed in Section 5 in the computation of the exact
value of the arithmetical rank of certain toric ideals. Among other results, we prove that
the ideal of the monomial curve (t4, t6, ta, tb) is set-theoretic complete intersection, so for
a = 11, b = 13 the ideal of the monomial curve (t4, t6, t11, t13) is set-theoretic complete
intersection.
2. Projections of toric ideals
We consider the toric ideals IM , IN associated with the m × n matrix M = (ai,j ) and
l × n matrix N = (bi,j ), respectively. Let A = {a1, . . . , an}, B = {b1, . . . ,bn}, where
ai = (a1,i , . . . , am,i) and bi = (b1,i , . . . , bl,i ) for 1 in.
Deﬁnition 2.1. We say that IM is a projection of IN if IN ⊆ IM .
Let ̂ : Ql → Qm be a rational afﬁne map with ̂(posQ(B))= posQ(A). We call
 : =̂|posQ(B) : posQ(B)→ posQ(A)
a projection of cones. The next theorem makes the connection between the algebraic notion
of projections of toric ideals and the geometric notion of projections of cones.
Theorem 2.2. The following are equivalent:
(a) IM is a projection of IN .
(b) The lattice kerZ(N) is a subset of the lattice kerZ(M).
(c) Every B-homogeneous ideal in K[x1, . . . , xn] is also A-homogeneous.
(d) There is a projection of cones  : posQ(B) → posQ(A) given by (bi ) = ai for all
i = 1, . . . , n.
(e) There is an m× l matrix D with rational entries such that DN =M .
Proof. (a)⇒ (b) Let u=u+−u− be an element of kerZ(N). Then the binomial xu+ −xu−
belongs to IN which, from the assumption, is a subset of IM . Consequently u is in kerZ(M).
(b)⇒ (c) Let I ⊆ K[x1, . . . xn] be a B-homogeneous ideal and xu, xv two monomials
of a B-homogeneous generator f of I , where u = (u1, . . . , un) and v = (v1, . . . , vn). Set
g = xu − xv. We have
u1b1 + · · · + unbn = v1b1 + · · · + vnbn,
which implies that ĝ belongs to the lattice kerZ(N). As kerZ(N) ⊆ kerZ(M), we obtain
that the vector ĝ belongs to kerZ(M) and so
u1a1 + · · · + unan = v1a1 + · · · + vnan.
Hence I is A-homogeneous.
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(c) ⇒ (d) It is enough to consider the case dim(posQ(B)) = l. Let {bj1 , . . . ,bjl } be a
base for theQ-vector spaceQl and deﬁne ̂ : Ql → Qm by ̂(bji )=aji for all i=1, . . . , l.
Set = ̂|posQ(B). Obviously, (bji )= aji for every i = 1, . . . , l. Let bji =
∑l
k=1kbjk ∈
posQ(B) for some k ∈ Q and i ∈ {l + 1, . . . , n}. Clear the denominators to obtain an
equality bji =
∑l
k=1kbjk , where  and 1, . . . , l are integers. Suppose that  is positive,
the case < 0 is essentially the same. The ideal I = (x1,−j1 · · · x
l,−
jl
xji
− x1,+j1 · · · x
l,+
jl
) is
B-homogeneous and therefore A-homogeneous. Thus aji =
∑l
k=1kajk , which leads to
aji =
∑l
k=1kajk . Hence (bji )= aji , for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
(d)⇒ (e) The matrix D is the matrix of ̂ in the canonical bases ofQl andQm.
(e) ⇒ (b) Let u = (u1, . . . , un) be an element of kerZ(N). Then D(NuT) = 0T, and
thereforeMuT = 0T. So kerZ(N) ⊆ kerZ(M).
(b)⇒ (a) Let f =xu+ −xu− be a binomial generator of IN , where f̂ belongs to kerZ(N).
As kerZ(N) ⊆ kerZ(M), we take that f̂ is in kerZ(M). Hence f belongs to IM . 
Corollary 2.3. If IM is a projection of IN , then ht(IN)ht(IM).
Proof. We have kerZ(N) ⊆ kerZ(M) and therefore rank(kerZ(N))rank(kerZ(M)),
by Theorem 2.2. Thus, ht(IN)= rank(kerZ(N))rank(kerZ(M))= ht(IM). 
3. Set-theoretic generation
Let IM , IN be toric ideals such that IM is a projection of IN , where M is an m × n
integer matrix and N = (bi,j ) is an l × n matrix with non-negative integer entries. Set
B = {b1, . . . ,bn}, where bi = (b1,i , . . . , bl,i ) for i = 1, . . . , n. Note that if posQ(B) is
strongly convex, i.e. 0 is the only invertible element of N(B), then we can choose an
appropriate matrix N with non-negative integer entries. The toric ideal IN is the kernel of
the K-algebra homomorphism
 : K[x1, . . . , xn] → K[t1, . . . , tl]
given by
(xi)= tbi for all i = 1, . . . , n.
We shall denote by ((IM))e the ideal (IM)K[t1, . . . , tl].
Theorem 3.1. Assume that (N)=V (IN) in K¯n. Let {f1, . . . , fs} be a set of polynomials
in IM and let J = (f1, . . . , fs). Then
IM = rad(IN + J )
if and only if
rad(((IM))e)= rad((f1), . . . ,(fs)).
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Proof. Let us ﬁrst assume that
rad(((IM))e)= rad((f1), . . . ,(fs)).
We claim that
IM = rad(IN + J ).
ByHilbert’s Nullstellensatz it is enough to prove that any point x=(x1, . . . , xn) ofV (IN, J )
in K¯n belongs toV (IM). This x belongs also toV (IN)=(N). The last statementmeans that
there existTi ∈ K¯ for 1 i l such thatxi=Tbi .Note thatf (x)=(f )(T1, . . . , Tl) for every
f ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn], since x is of the above form. In addition, the point (T1, . . . , Tl) belongs
to V ((f1), . . . ,(fs))=V (((IM))e), because fi(x)= 0 for every i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Let f
be a polynomial in IM . Then(f ) belongs to ((IM))e and therefore(f )(T1, . . . , Tl)=0.
Thus f (x)=0, which implies the required relation. Conversely assume that IM=rad(IN +
J ). We will prove that
rad(((IM))e)= rad(((IN))e + ((f1), . . . ,(fs))).
It is enough to prove the assertion for a generator f =(g) of ((IM))e, where g ∈ IM .We
have gk = h1 + h2 for some k ∈ N, where h1 ∈ IN and h2 ∈ J . Therefore f k = (gk)=
(h1)+(h2), which means that f belongs to rad(((IN))e + ((f1), . . . ,(fs))). But
IN = ker(), so rad(((IM))e)= rad((f1), . . . ,(fs)). 
Remark 3.2. Every toric variety can always be expressed as an appropriate toric set over
an algebraically closed ﬁeld, for details see [10]. The proof of this fact is constructive and
also an algorithm is given there to ﬁnd this toric set. Therefore, in any case, the condition
(N)= V (IN) in K¯n can be achieved, by choosing an appropriate matrix N for any toric
ideal.
Remark 3.3. We cannot omit from the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 the fact that V (IN)
coincides with the toric set (N). Let IN be the toric ideal associated with the matrix
N =
(2 1 0 0 1 2
1 2 2 1 0 0
0 0 1 2 2 1
)
,
and let IM the toric ideal associated with the matrix
M =
(
3 3 2 1 1 2
2 1 1 2 3 3
)
.
Notice that IM is a projection of IN and that the toric variety V (IN) does not coincide with
(N)(see [10]). The toric ideal IM ⊂ K[x1, . . . , x6] is minimally generated by the follow-
ing 12 binomials : x21 − x2x3x4, x33 − x1x2, x34 − x5x6, x26 − x3x4x5, x23x5 − x2x24 , x3x25 −
x24x6, x1x
2
3 − x22x4, x23x4 − x2x6, x23x5 − x1x6, x3x24 − x1x5, x2x5 − x3x6, x1x4 − x3x6.
Let  : K[x1, . . . , x6] → K[t1, t2, t3] be the K-algebra homomorphism with IN =
ker(). The ideal ((IM))e is minimally generated by the binomials : t41 t22 − t1t52 t33 ,
t62 t
3
3 − t31 t32 , t32 t63 − t31 t33 , t41 t23 − t1t32 t53 , t52 t43 − t31 t22 t3, t1t42 t43 − t41 t2t3, t42 t53 − t31 t2t23 . Therefore
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rad(((IM))e) = rad(t62 t33 − t31 t32 , t32 t63 − t31 t33 ), since a power of the other generators of
((IM))e belongs to the ideal (t62 t33 − t31 t32 , t32 t63 − t31 t33 ). Observe that t62 t33 − t31 t32 =(x33 −
x1x2) and t32 t63 − t31 t33 = (x34 − x5x6). But IM = rad(IN + (x33 − x1x2, x34 − x5x6)),
since IN does not have any monic binomial in the variable x6 and therefore no power
of the binomial x26 − x3x4x5 ∈ IM belongs to the ideal IN + (x33 − x1x2, x34 − x5x6).
Let
D =

2 1 0 0 1 2
1 2 2 1 0 0
0 0 1 2 2 1
2 2 1 0 0 1
0 1 2 2 1 0
1 0 0 1 2 2
 .
Then (D) = V (IN), a proof of this fact can be found in [10]. Let  : K[x1, . . . , x6] →
K[t1, . . . , t6] be the K-algebra homomorphism with ker() = ID = IN . We have
rad(((IM))e) = rad((x33 − x1x2),(x34 − x5x6)), since no power of (x26 − x3x4x5)
belongs to the ideal ((x33 − x1x2),(x34 − x5x6)).
Deﬁnition 3.4. The toric ideal IM is called set-theoretic complete intersection on IN if
there are polynomials f1, . . . , fs in IM , where s is equal to the difference of the heights of
IM and IN , satisfying IM = rad(IN + (f1, . . . , fs)).
The next corollary is directly derived from Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.5. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. The toric ideal IM is set-theoretic
complete intersection on IN if and only if the radical of the ideal ((IM))e is equal to
the radical of an ideal generated by ht(IM) − ht(IN) elements of the form (f ), where
f ∈ IM . Moreover, if IN is set-theoretic complete intersection and IM is set-theoretic
complete intersection on IN then IM is set-theoretic complete intersection.
4. Binomial generation
In this section we will give an equivalent condition for the equality IM = rad(IN +
(f1, . . . , fs)) when f1, . . . , fs are binomials in IM .
We consider the toric ideals IM and IN , whereM is anm×n integer matrix andN=(bi,j )
is an l × n integer matrix with non-negative entries. Assume that IM is a projection of IN
and let B = {b1, . . . ,bn}, where bi = (b1,i , . . . , bl,i ) for i = 1, . . . , n. The toric ideal IN is
the kernel of the K-algebra homomorphism
 : K[x1, . . . , xn] → K[t1, . . . , tl]
deﬁned by
(xi)= tbi for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Given a lattice L ⊂ Zl the ideal
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IL : =({tz+ − tz−|z= z+ − z− ∈ L}) ⊂ K[t1, . . . , tl]
is called lattice ideal. The height of IL equals the rank of the lattice L (see [4]). For a prime
number p we denote by L : p∞ the lattice
{u ∈ Zl |pku ∈ L for some k ∈ N}.
Let ZB = {yu : =u1b1 + · · · + unbn|u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ Zn} be the lattice spanned by B
and let
N(kerZ(M))= {yu = u1b1 + · · · + unbn|u= (u1, . . . , un) ∈ kerZ(M)} ⊂ ZB.
Note that if kerZ(M)= 〈u1, . . . ,ur 〉, then N(kerZ(M))= 〈yu1 , . . . , yur 〉.
Lemma 4.1. The lattice ideal IN(kerZ(M)) coincides with the ideal ((IM))e : (t1 · · · tl)∞.
Proof. Let f =xu11 · · · xunn −xv11 · · · xvnn be a binomial in IM , where f̂ =(u1−v1, . . . , un−
vn) ∈ kerZ(M). Then (f ) = tu1b1 · · · tunbn − tv1b1 · · · tvnbn . Set z = u1b1 + · · · +
unbn − (yf̂ )+ = v1b1 + · · · + vnbn − (yf̂ )− and observe that z ∈ Nl . We have (f ) =
tz(t(yf̂ )+ − t(yf̂ )−) and therefore ((IM))e ⊆ IN(kerZ(M)) ⊆ ((IM))e : (t1 · · · tl)∞.
Clearly, ((IM))e : (t1 · · · tl)∞ ⊆ IN(kerZ(M)) : (t1 · · · tl)∞ ⊆ (((IM))e : (t1 · · · tl)∞) :
(t1 · · · tl)∞. But IN(kerZ(M))=IN(kerZ(M)) : (t1 · · · tl)∞ (see [4]) and ((IM))e : (t1 · · · tl)∞= (((IM))e : (t1 · · · tl)∞) : (t1 · · · tl)∞. Thus IN(kerZ(M)) = ((IM))e : (t1 · · · tl)∞. 
Proposition 4.2. Let G be a sublattice of N(kerZ(M)). If char(K) = p = 0 (resp.
char(K)= 0), then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(a) rad(IN(kerZ(M)))= rad(IG),
(b) pkN(kerZ(M)) ⊂ G for some k ∈ N (resp. N(kerZ(M))=G).
Proof. Suppose ﬁrst that rad(IN(kerZ(M))) = rad(IG). By [4, Corollary 2.2] it follows
that in characteristic zero IN(kerZ(M)) = IG and so N(kerZ(M)) = G, since a binomial
f = tu − tv lies in a lattice ideal IL if and only if f̂ belongs to L. Also in characteristic
p = 0 it holds IN(kerZ(M)):p∞ = IG:p∞ and so N(kerZ(M)) : p∞ =G : p∞. Note that in
[4] the lattice L : p∞ is denoted by Satp(L). Suppose that N(kerZ(M))= 〈yu1 , . . . , yur 〉.
We have N(kerZ(M)) ⊂ N(kerZ(M)) : p∞ = G : p∞. Hence for every i = 1, . . . , r
there exist ki ∈ N such that pkiyui ∈ G. By choosing k the maximum of all ki we take
pkN(kerZ(M)) ⊂ G. Conversely, it is clear that in characteristic zero IN(kerZ(M))=IG and
therefore rad(IN(kerZ(M)))= rad(IG).We restrict now our attention in the case char(K)=
p = 0. It is enough to show that N(kerZ(M)) : p∞ = G : p∞.Obviously G : p∞ ⊂
N(kerZ(M)) : p∞. Let u ∈ N(kerZ(M)) : p∞. Then there exist d ∈ N such that pdu
is in N(kerZ(M)), so from the hypothesis pd+ku belongs to G. Thus u ∈ G : p∞ and
therefore rad(IN(kerZ(M)))= rad(IG). 
Remark 4.3. From the proof of the above Proposition we can see that in characteristic
p = 0 condition (b) is equivalent with the condition N(kerZ(M)) : p∞ =G : p∞.
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Theorem 4.4. Assume that (N) = V (IN) in K¯n. Let {f1, . . . , fs} be a set of binomials
in IM . Set J = (f1, . . . , fs) and G= 〈yf̂1 , . . . , yf̂s 〉 ⊂ N(kerZ(M)). If char(K)= p = 0(resp. char(K)= 0), then IM = rad(IN + J ) if and only if:
(a) pkN(kerZ(M)) ⊂ G for some k ∈ N (resp. N(kerZ(M))=G),
(b) rad(((IM))e, ti)= rad((f1), . . . ,(fs), ti) for all i = 1, . . . , l.
Proof. Suppose that IM=rad(IN+J ), then fromTheorem3.1 rad(((IM))e)=rad((f1),
. . . ,(fs)). Clearly,
rad(((IM))e, ti)= rad((f1), . . . ,(fs), ti)
for all i = 1, . . . , l. In addition rad(((IM))e) : (t1 · · · tl)∞ = rad((f1), . . . ,(fs)) :
(t1 · · · tl)∞ and therefore
rad(((IM))e : (t1 · · · tl)∞)= rad(((f1), . . . ,(fs)) : (t1 · · · tl)∞).
So, from Lemma 4.1, we obtain the equality rad(IN(kerZ(M))) = rad(IG). Now Propo-
sition 4.2 assures that in characteristic zero N(kerZ(M)) = G, and in positive charac-
teristic pkN(kerZ(M)) ⊂ G for some k ∈ N. Conversely suppose that (a) and (b)
hold. By Proposition 4.2 rad(IN(kerZ(M)))= rad(IG), which implies that rad(((IM))e :
(t1 · · · tl)∞)=rad(((f1), . . . ,(fs)) : (t1 · · · tl)∞). If I is any ideal ofK[t1, . . . , tl], then
by Lemma 3.2 in [4] the radical of I satisﬁes
rad(I )= rad(I : (t1 · · · tl)∞) ∩ rad(I, t1) ∩ · · · ∩ rad(I, tl).
Applying this formula to ((IM))e we obtain that
rad(((IM))e)= rad((f1), . . . ,(fs)).
Hence IM = rad(IN + J ). 
Remark 4.5. In the special case that IN = (0) we take Theorem 2.5 in [7].
Example 4.6. In [5] Eliahou studied the binomial generation of the radical of the ideal
of a monomial curve. Our theory will provide different binomial generators arising from
different projections. For example, let a7 be an odd integer and letMa = (4, 6, a, a+ 2).
The toric ideal IMa is a projection of the toric ideal IDa associated with the matrix
Da =
(
a − 2 a − 4 2 0
0 2 a − 4 a − 2
)
.
Note that IDa=rad(xa−22 −xa−41 x24 , xa−23 −x21xa−44 , x1x4−x2x3). Set f1=xa+21 −x44 , f2=
x24 −x1x23 andG=〈(a+2,−4)〉. We have V (((IMa ))e, ti)∩ K¯2=V ((f1),(f2), ti)∩
K¯2={0},since (f1)= t (a−2)(a+2)1 − t4(a−2)2 and therefore t1=0 if and only if t2=0. Thus
rad(((IMa ))
e, ti)= rad((f1),(f2), ti) for i=1, 2. Let u= (u1, . . . , u4) ∈ kerZ(Ma).
Thenyu=(u1+u2+u3+u4)(a+2,−4) and thereforeDa(kerZ(Ma))=G.NowTheorem4.4
assures that IMa=rad(xa−22 −xa−41 x24 , xa−23 −x21xa−44 , x1x4−x2x3, xa+21 −x44 , x24−x1x23 ).
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But also IMa is a projection of the toric ideal INa = (x(a+1)/21 −x3x4, x31 −x22 ) associated
with the matrix
Na =
(
2 3 a + 1 0
2 3 0 a + 1
)
.
Let  : K[x1, . . . , x4] → K[t1, t2] be the K-algebra homomorphism with INa = ker().
Set g1=xa+23 −xa4 , g2=x1x4−x2x3 andH =〈(a+2,−a)〉. Using the same arguments as
beforewe take rad(((IMa ))e, ti)=rad((g1),(g2), ti) for i=1, 2. If u=(u1, . . . , u4) ∈
kerZ(Ma), then yu= (2u1+ 3u2+ (a+ 1)/2u3+ (a+ 1)/2u4)(a+ 2,−a) and therefore
Na(kerZ(Ma))=H . Consequently IMa =rad(x(a+1)/21 −x3x4, x31−x22 , xa+23 −xa4 , x1x4−
x2x3).
5. Set-theoretic complete intersection
Let IN ⊂ K[x1, . . . , xn] be a toric ideal of height r11 associated with an l × n integer
matrixN with non-negative entries. LetB be the set of columns ofN . Suppose that(N)=
V (IN) in K¯n.We consider a lattice L=kerZ(D) in Zl , whereD is anm× l rational matrix
such that the matrix M = DN has integer entries. The last statement means that IM is a
projection of IN . Let r2 be the height of IM and  : K[x1, . . . , xn] → K[t1, . . . , tl] the
K-algebra homomorphism with IN = ker().
Lemma 5.1. The dimension of the Q-vector space ker(D) ∩ QB equals the difference
r2 − r1.
Proof. Let {u1, . . . ,ur1} be a basis of ker(N) and {u1, . . . ,ur1 ,ur1+1, . . . ,ur2} a basis of
ker(M). For the sake of simplicity the symbol yi will represent yui . We will show that
ker(D) ∩QB =Q{yr1+1, . . . , yr2}.
ObviouslyQ{yr1+1, . . . , yr2} ⊆ ker(D)∩QB. Let v ∈ ker(D)∩QB, then v=yz for some
vector z ∈ Qn. The vector z belongs to ker(M), since M =DN . Thus z =∑r2i=1	iui for
some rationals	1, . . . ,	r2 . Consequently v=
∑r2
i=r1+1	iyi ∈ Q{yr1+1, . . . , yr2}. It remains
to show that the set {yr1+1, . . . , yr2} is linearly independent. Every relation of the form∑r2
i=r1+1	iyi=0 implies that the vector
∑r2
i=r1+1	iui belongs to ker(N), so there exist some
i such that
∑r2
i=r1+1	iui =
∑r1
i=1iui . But the set {u1, . . . ,ur2} is linearlyindependent, so
all the ki are equal to zero. 
Remark 5.2. The rank of the lattice L ∩ ZB is equal to the dimension of ker(D) ∩QB.
Also L ∩ ZB coincides with the lattice N(kerZ(M)), so
ht(IN(kerZ(M)))= r2 − r1.
Theorem 5.3. Set s = r2 − r1. If there are polynomials f1, . . . , fs in IM such that
rad(IN(kerZ(M)))= rad((f1), . . . ,(fs)), then IM is set-theoretic complete intersection
on IN .
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Proof. We have that rad(((IM))e) ⊆ rad(IN(kerZ(M))). From the assumption
rad(IN(kerZ(M)))= rad((f1), . . . ,(fs)), so rad(((IM))e)= rad((f1), . . . ,(fs))
and therefore IM = rad(IN + (f1, . . . , fs)). 
Combining Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 5.3 we get the following Corollary:
Corollary 5.4. Set s = r2 − r1. If IN is set-theoretic complete intersection and
rad(IN(kerZ(M))) = rad((f1), . . . ,(fs)) for some polynomials f1, . . . , fs in IM , then
IM is set-theoretic complete intersection.
Example 5.5. In this example we will use the previous results to prove that the toric ideal
IM of height 4 associated with the matrix
M =
(7 0 0 5 4 5 2
0 7 0 3 1 0 0
0 0 7 0 0 4 3
)
,
is set-theoretic complete intersection. Let IN = (x35 − x1x4, x57 − x3x26 ) ⊂ K[x1, . . . , x7]
be the toric ideal of height 2 associated with the matrix
N =

3 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 5 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 3 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 5 2
 .
Note that IM is a projection of IN . Suppose that  : K[x1, . . . , x7] → K[t1, . . . , t5] is the
K-algebra homomorphism with IN = ker(). The set of vectors
{(1, 0, 0, 1,−3, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2,−5)}
constitutes a base for kerZ(N) and the set
{(1, 0, 0, 1,−3, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2,−5), (1, 0, 0, 0, 0,−3, 4), (0,−1, 0, 4,−5, 0, 0)}
constitutes a base for kerZ(M). Thus
N(kerZ(M))= 〈(3, 0, 4, 0,−7), (−5,−3, 0, 7, 0)〉
and therefore IN(kerZ(M))= (t75 − t31 t43 , t74 − t51 t32 ). Let f1=x74 −3x1x2x44x25 +3x31x22x24x5−
x51x
3
2 ∈ IM and f2 = x76 − 5x1x46x47 + 10x21x3x36x37 − 10x31x23x26x27 + 5x41x33x6x7 − x51x43 ∈
IM . We have (t74 − t51 t32 )3 = (f1) and (t75 − t31 t43 )5 = (f2). So rad(IN(kerZ(M))) =
rad((f1),(f2)), which implies that IM is the set-theoretic complete intersection of
x35−x1x4, x57−x3x26 , x74−3x1x2x44x25+3x31x22x24x5−x51x32 , x76−5x1x46x47+10x21x3x36x37−
10x31x23x26x27 + 5x41x33x6x7 − x51x43 .
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We will compute the ideal IN(kerZ(M)) in the special case that s = 1. Let
N =

b1 0 . . . 0 d1,1 . . . dr1,1
0 b2 . . . 0 d1,2 . . . dr1,2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 . . . bl d1,l . . . dr1,l
 ,
where b1, . . . , bl are positive integers and di,j are non-negative integers such that, for all
i = 1, . . . , r1, at least one of di,1, . . . , di,l is non-zero. From Corollary 2 in [10] we have
(N) = V (IN) in K¯n. The symbol |N | will represent the greatest common divisor of the
subdeterminants of N of order l. We assume that L= 〈a〉 and set w= |N |/ ∣∣(NaT)∣∣, where
(NaT) is the augmented matrix. Given a vector u in Zl , the binomial tu+ − tu− will be
denoted by F(u).
Theorem 5.6. The lattice ideal IN(kerZ(M)) is equal to the ideal generated by F(wa).
Moreover, if IN is set-theoretic complete intersection and there exists g ∈ IM such that
rad((g))= rad(F (wa)), then IM is set-theoretic complete intersection.
Proof. We have L ∩ ZB = 〈wa〉, since every system of the form yu = ca has a solution if
and only if c is an integer multiple of w ([1, Theorem 1]).Thus N(kerZ(M)) = 〈wa〉 and
therefore IN(kerZ(M)) = (F (wa)). Also, from Corollary 5.4, IM is set-theoretic complete
intersection. 
Remark 5.7. In Example 4.6 the choice of f2 = x24 − x1x23 (resp. g2 = x1x4 − x2x3) was
made by solving the system yu = (a + 2,−4) (resp. yu = (a + 2,−a)).
6. Applications
In this section we will present some applications of the theory developed in Section 5.
We consider the toric ideal of height d− 1 associated with the (m+ 1)× (m+ d) integer
matrix
Nd =

d d − 1 d − 2 . . . 1 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 2 . . . d − 1 d 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 d . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . d
 ,
where d > 1. The toric ideal INd ⊂ K[x1, . . . , xm+d ] is set-theoretic complete intersection,
for details see [11,14]. Theorem 6.1 will generalize this result. Let c1 be a positive integer,
c2, . . . , cm+1 be non-negative integers with c1dc2 and let L= kerZ(D) for
D =

c1
d
c1−dc2
d
0 . . . 0
0 c3 c1d . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 cm+1 0 . . . c1d
 .
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Set g= gcd(c1, c1 − dc2, dc3, . . . , dcm+1) and let c/1 = c1/g, (c1 − dc2)/ = (c1 − dc2)/g
and (dci)/=dci/g for i=3, . . . , m+1. Let a= ((c1−dc2)/,−c/1, (dc3)/, . . . , (dcm+1)/).
Observe that L= 〈a〉.
Theorem 6.1. The toric ideal of height d associated with the m× (m+ d) matrix
Mc1,...,cm+1,d =

c1 c1 − c2 c1 − 2c2 . . . c1 − dc2 0 . . . 0
0 c3 2c3 . . . dc3 c1 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 cm+1 2cm+1 . . . dcm+1 0 . . . c1

is set-theoretic complete intersection.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that the greatest common divisor of the
elements of Mc1,...,cm+1,d is equal to 1. Let  : K[x1, . . . , xm+d ] → K[t1, . . . , tm+1]
be the K-algebra homomorphism with INd = ker(). Note that IMc1,...,cm+1,d is a projec-
tion of INd . For the integer g we have g/d, since g/dci for all i = 2, . . . , m + 1 and
gcd(g, c2, . . . , cm+1) = 1. In this case |Nd | = dm,
∣∣(NdaT)∣∣ = dm/g and w = g. Also
F(wa)= tc12 − tc1−dc21 tdc33 · · · tdcm+1m+1 . We have (tc12 − tc1−dc21 tdc33 · · · tdcm+1m+1 )d = (f ) for
f = xc1d+1 −
(
d
1
)
x
c1−dc2
d x
(d−1)c2
d+1 x
c3
d+2 · · · xcm+1d+m
+
(
d
2
)
x
c1−dc2
d−1 x
(d−2)c2
d+1 x
2c3
d+2 · · · x2cm+1d+m −
· · · + (−1)d−1
(
d
d − 1
)
x
c1−dc2
2 x
c2
d+1x
(d−1)c3
d+2 · · · x(d−1)cm+1d+m
+ (−1)dxc1−dc21 xdc3d+2 · · · xdcm+1d+m .
Notice that f belongs to IMc1,...,cm+1,d . Consequently, from Theorem 5.6, the toric ideal
IMc1,...,cm+1,d is set-theoretic complete intersection. 
Next we prove that the toric ideal associated with the rowmatrixMa,b= (a, a+2b, 2a+
3b, 2a+5b) is set-theoretic complete intersection. Especially, when a=4, b=1 we deduce
that the ideal of the monomial curve (t4, t6, t11, t13) is set-theoretic complete intersection.
We consider the toric ideal associated to the matrix
N =
(
5 1 4 0
0 2 3 5
)
.
The toric ideal IN ⊂ K[x1, . . . , x4] is the set-theoretic complete intersection of x23 − x1x32
and x52−2x2x3x4+x1x24 . LetL=kerZ(E) forE=(a/5, (2a+5b)/5). Set h=gcd(a, 2a+
5b), a/=a/h and (2a+5b)/=(2a+5b)/h. Note thatL=〈a〉, where a=(−(2a+5b)/, a/).
In addition IMa,b is a projection of IN .
Theorem 6.2. For every positive integers a, b the ideal of the monomial curve (ta, ta+2b,
t2a+3b, t2a+5b) is set-theoretic complete intersection.
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Proof. Let  : K[x1, x2, x3, x4] → K[t1, t2] be the K-algebra homomorphism with IN =
ker(). For the integer h we have h/a and h/5b, so h/5 since gcd(h, b)=1. Here |N |=5,∣∣(NaT)∣∣=5/h andw=h. Also F(wa)= t2a+5b1 − ta2 .When a=1 the toric ideal associated
with the matrix M1,b is obviously set-theoretic complete intersection. Suppose that a > 1,
which implies that a=2
+3 for some non-negative integers 
, .We have (t2a+5b1 −ta2 )5=
(f ), where f =x4
+6+5b1 −5x3
+4+4b1 x
2 x3+10x2
+2+3b1 x2
2 x23 −10x
+2b1 x3
2 x33 +
5x+b1 x2x


3 x

+2
4 − x2
+34 belongs to IMa,b . Therefore, from Theorem 5.6, the ideal of the
curve (ta, ta+2b, t2a+3b, t2a+5b) is set-theoretic complete intersection. 
Finally, we prove that the toric ideal associated with the matrix Ma,b = (4, 6, a, b) is
set-theoretic complete intersection.
Theorem 6.3. For every positive integersa, b the ideal of themonomial curve (t4, t6, ta, tb)
is set-theoretic complete intersection.
Proof. Suppose that b = a + k, where k is a positive integer. If a or b is even, then the
semigroup N(4, 6, a, b) is symmetric by Proposition 2.1 in [8] and therefore IMa,b is set-
theoretic complete intersection (see [2]). It remains to examine the case a is odd and k is
even.When k4, the semigroupN(4, 6, a, b) is symmetric and the result is straightforward.
Therefore we have to deal only with the case k = 2. Since a > 1, there is a non-negative
integer 
 and a positive integer  such that a = 2
 + 3. We consider the toric ideal
INa = ker() associated with the matrix Na of Example 4.6. In this example it was proved
that Na(kerZ(Ma,a+2))= 〈(a + 2,−a)〉 and so INa(kerZ(Ma,a+2)) = (ta+21 − ta2 ). Set
f =
∑
0 i a+12
(−1)i
(
a + 1
i
)
x
i

1 x
i
2 x
a+2−2i
3 +
∑
a+1
2 <ia+1
(−1)i
(
a + 1
i
)
× x(a+1−i)(
+1)1 x(a+1−i)2 x2i−a−24
and observe that f ∈ IMa,a+2 . We have (ta+21 − ta2 )a+1 = (f ) and therefore IMa,a+2 is the
set-theoretic complete intersection of f, x(a+1)/21 − x3x4, x31 − x22 . 
Remark 6.4. The last theorem provides the polynomials that minimally generate up to
radical the ideal of the Eliahou’s curve (t4, t6, t7, t9), see also [6] for a proof that the above
ideal is set-theoretic complete intersection.Also it provides a different minimal polynomial
generating set, than the one obtained in Theorem 6.2, up to radical for the ideal of the
monomial curve (t4, t6, t11, t13).
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